LAST WEEK: City Manager Andrea Miller talked about
the state of Covina and her plans for invigorating our city
and avoiding bankruptcy.
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Elizabeth Mullender:

Clara BaldwinStocker Home

NEXT WEEK: Grady Reed educates us about Waves for
Water, Clean Water for Gwembe Valley, a Covina Rotary
charity recipient.

5 Months, 3 weeks from now: Field of Valor
All members will need to be there to help. As you can see,
Duane Keene and
Mickey Kissell are
already checking
out the field and
wondering where
those 2001 flags
are hiding.

Gordon Cooper & our 2015 RYLA group

Elizabeth Mullender is the Director of Marketing &
Admissions Coordinator for Clara Baldwin Stocker
Home, a skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility
in West Covina. In addition to talking about the
Baldwins’ rich family history, Elizabeth will help us
better understand the options that are available
for senior care. Whether you are old or young, it
is sure to be a thought provoking presentation.

Here’s to Rotarian Gordon Cooper for taking on the 2015
position with RYLA and spontaneously adding extra tasks
once he arrived at camp. Hereafter, he will be known as:

Sir Gordon of All Trades.

Jim Teal is Floyd Myrick's #1 Fan -- Just ask his beautiful wife.

45th FLOYD MYRICK AWARDS
May in Covina is all about Rotarian Floyd Myrick and the
legacy he left with the Awards that have carried his name
for 45 years. They will be given to 10 local high school
students who have “caught
fire” and made tremendous
strides over the current
year. Rotarians can join Jim
Teal and Brian Akers at any
or all of the ceremonies:
Charter Oak High 5/12,
Northview High 5/28,
South Hills on 6/01 &
Covina High to be
announced.
For detailed information, including times and campus
locations, please contact Jim Teal or Brian Akers. Check
your rosters for their numbers.

